Together. We Soar.

Through WiCyS Professional Affiliates

No matter where you are, WiCyS helps you collaborate, mentor, learn from and encourage one another.

Form a WiCyS Affiliate, or join an existing one to enhance the WiCyS mission to recruit, retain and advance women in cybersecurity through outreach, awareness, networking, mentoring, and engagement.

There are three types of affiliate groups: Regional, Corporate and Specialty Affiliates.

- **Regional Affiliates** are for a state or several adjoining states coordinated with WiCyS to avoid overlap. Example: “WiCyS Mid-Atlantic Affiliate”

- **Corporate Affiliates** are created by a company or institution wanting to provide an internal community for that particular organization’s women in cybersecurity, and associate the organization with the WiCyS brand. Please note: this is a WiCyS strategic partner benefit only.

- **Specialty Affiliates** are for a specific sector in the cybersecurity profession (ex. WiCyS Critical Infrastructure Affiliate)

**Form a WiCyS Affiliate**

As a WiCyS Affiliate, your group will promote recruitment, retention and advancement of women in cybersecurity.

**BENEFITS**

- Obtain localized or company representation of the WiCyS mission through a focused community effort
- Gain an opportunity to present at the WiCyS Annual Conference about your Affiliate’s experience and achievements
- Mentor others who need career development and confidence
- Collaborate and network year-round through regular meetings and events
- Receive a WiCyS-issued email, logo, tablecloth, banner, business card template, flyers, stickers, and buttons
- Receive a seed funding to support your Affiliate regional, company or global efforts

**FACTOID**

Total U.S. employed cybersecurity workforce consists of 715,000 people, and currently there are 314,000 unfilled positions.

Cyber Seek